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250cc motorcycles provided by the train-
ing site. In those days, many MSF staffers
rode motorcycles to work, an indication
they were not only instructional specialists,
but also dedicated street motorcyclists.

As more and more states created motor-
cycle safety programs, the number of stu-
dents swelled, and state administrators
had the problem of meeting the demand.
The MSF coordinated a “loaner” program,
whereby training sites could borrow train-
ing bikes from local dealers. In addition, a
license waiver system was created, where a
new rider could flash a course completion
card at the licensing department, and get a
motorcycle endorsement on his license
without having to take a skills test.

Meanwhile, the MSF moved to Irvine,
California, to share offices and manage-
ment with the Motorcycle Industry Council
(MIC), and hired Alan Isely as its new pres-
ident. In theory, the MSF and MIC would
be independent, but share the office facili-
ties, and be able to operate more efficiently.
The MIC is sponsored by motorcycle busi-
nesses, including most of the U.S. motor-
cycle magazines, and there are well over a
hundred members today. The MSF was ini-
tially sponsored (read: funded) by Honda,
Yamaha, Suzuki, Kawasaki and Harley-
Davidson. Today, sponsors also include
BMW, Ducati, KTM, Piaggio/Vespa,
Vengeance and Victory.

The MSF also recognized the need to cre-
ate a course for experienced riders. They
sent out a curriculum developer to see what
state programs needed, and the result was
the Experienced RiderCourse (ERC). So,
by the late 1980’s, MSF courses included
the MRC:RSS and ERC, and course sites
were busier than ever. Only 10 states did
not provide funding for motorcycle safety,
but rider training in one form or another was
being offered in every state.

According to MSF information released
in 1994, over 1,114,000 motorcycle stu-
dents had been trained nationwide between
1973 and 1993. By 1993, there were 4580
MSF-certified Instructors and 127 Chief
Instructors. In 1993, there were 3248 motor-
cycles loaned to training sites. California
remained the biggest of the state programs,
with a $1.4 million budget for 1993, 69
training sites, 450 active instructors, and
almost 14,000 students trained. Pennsylva-
nia was a close second, with a $1.4 million
budget, 36 training sites, 238 instructors,
and over 9,000 students trained.

The system was humming along
smoothly, based on the model developed
by the MSF, but everyone was wondering
how to become more efficient. Quite sim-
ply, the system was becoming a victim of
its own success, as many schools were
back-logged months in advance with stu-

dents waiting to be trained. MSF staffers
suggested the formation of a national orga-
nization of training coordinators, chief
instructors, curriculum developers and oth-
ers, who could openly share ideas about
training. The new organization was called
the National Association of State Motorcy-
cle Safety Administrators (SMSA). One of
the first corporate members was the MSF,
which enabled close cooperation between
those who were developing the curricula,
and those actually doing the training.

After a rocky start in the early 1970s,
rider training was maturing in the 1980s,
and really hitting its stride in the 1990s. By
1990, more than 80,000 students were being
trained per year, and by 1993, that number
topped 100,000. It may be coincidental, but
motorcycle accident rates and fatalities
dropped significantly over the same time
span. The rider training system in the USA

seemed to be doing exactly what it was
formed to do.

However, a dark cloud appeared over
motorcycling following a surge in ATV
fatalities. As a result of government inves-
tigation of three-wheeled all terrain vehicle
(ATV) fatalities, the manufacturers were
summarily prohibited from selling them,
and ordered to provide new education pro-
grams for ATV riders. That prompted the
MIC to set up another training group, the
Specialty Vehicle Institute of America
(SVIA). But that dark cloud continued to
lurk over motorcyclists, because the ban-
ning of three-wheeled ATVs set a prece-
dent for possible future government bans
of any other segment of motorcycling.

That brief history brings us up to the mid-
1990s, when trouble began to brew between
the MSF and state administrators.

More on that in Part Two, next month.

IN LATE 2003, the rider training system
in the USA was declared “broken”
by Motorcycle Safety Foundation
President, Tim Buche. That state-
ment sent shockwaves throughout the
country’s motorcycle training enthu-

siasts. Knowledgeable pundits suggested
that if anything was “broken,” it was com-
munications between the Motorcycle Safety
Foundation and the established training
sites, not to mention their hard-working vol-
unteers and enthusiasts who were teaching
thousands of motorcyclists to ride safely
each year.

Since that fateful comment by Buche,
we’ve been trying to figure out what’s going
on within the rider education community.
No one at the MSF is willing to spill the
beans, and just about everyone involved in
rider training is paranoid about industry bul-
lies making life unpleasant for them, should
they dare to complain. But we also know
that a high percentage of motorcycle safety
instructors depend upon MCN for the truth.
Never being ones to shy away from a chal-
lenge, we’ve been hard at work trying to
ferret out some information for you, and
now we’re ready to report our findings.

Let’s note that MCN is one of the few
publications in the USA that has the kind of
editorial freedom necessary to pursue such
controversial topics. We don’t have to give
in to anyone threatening to pull their ads,
because MCN doesn’t sell ads.

OK, for the “average” rider who just
wants to get on down the road, this is going
to be a lot more complex a subject than you
might like. But remember that rider training
directly affects your wallet, and ultimately,
your freedom to ride. The motorcycle indus-
try needs to sell bikes to stay healthy. All
those new riders have an effect on your
dealer keeping his doors open, but also gen-
erate the accident statistics that determine
your insurance premiums. So, let’s start
back at the beginning, and eventually slog
our way to the present. But you’ll need to
memorize a few acronyms along the way.

Back in the 1970’s, motorcycling was
growing by leaps and bounds, and the fatal-
ity numbers were increasing at an alarming
rate. There was a huge spike in motorcycle
fatalities in 1971. That attracted the atten-
tion of the National Highway Transporta-
tion Safety Administration (NHTSA). In a
nutshell, NHTSA told the motorcycle indus-

try: “You’re creating too many highway
fatalities. Either you clean up the mess, or
we’ll do it for you.” That shocked the motor-
cycle industry into creating the Motorcycle
Safety Foundation (MSF).

The MSF quickly developed a rider train-
ing program called “The Beginning Rider
Course,” and worked diligently to make it
available throughout the USA. After a brief
flirtation with establishing training through
colleges, the MSF realized that motorcy-
cling was enough of a passion that only
motorcyclists would follow through as
instructors, and there would need to be inde-
pendent training sites. About the same time,
motorcycle enthusiasts across the country
began to realize that rider training needed to
be supported financially at the state level,
and gradually laws were passed setting up
state-sponsored and funded motorcycle
safety programs.

Throughout the growing pains of rider
training, a desirable plan of action, or
“model,” became clear. The model for rider
training was a national organization (the
MSF) developing the training curricula and
certifying instructors, and state programs
managing the actual training. The role of
the MSF was to do research, develop course
materials, write manuals, train and certify
Chief Instructors, and provide public rela-
tions support and publicity. Typically, a
state administrator would contract with pri-
vate training schools to teach courses, using
MSF curricula and certified instructors.

This model, that the MSF helped craft,
included subsidies to make training more
affordable to the very segment that needs it
the most—the younger, entry level motor-
cycle rider. The ideal solution was to “tax”
all motorcyclists in a state to support a cen-
tralized, organized program that would put
training within reach of all residents. The
tax generally came in the form of a small
added fee, usually two or three dollars, for
a motorcycle endorsement on your driver’s
license. With funding coming from the very
segment that would benefit from the train-
ing, the funding source would be secure,
and there would (should) be accountability
for where the money was spent.

That model worked very well in those
states where it was followed. Most impor-
tantly, motorcyclists were supporting motor-
cycle training, so we weren’t asking for
funds from the rest of society. Some states
didn’t create an official state motorcycle
safety program, so the void was filled by
volunteer groups and private businesses.
For instance, in Alaska, ABATE of Alaska
has been doing all the rider training. Other
states, such as Arizona, formed a state pro-
gram, but left the actual training to be done
entirely by independent businesses, paid for
by course tuition.

To support the increasing demand for
training, the MSF developed a new course
for beginning riders, the Motorcycle Rid-
erCourse: Riding And Street Skills
(MRC:RSS). Novice riders would learn on
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